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І Н Ф О Р М А Ц І Я  Р А Д И  Є В Р О П И

ЄВРОПЕЙСЬКИЙ ДЕНЬ МОВ

At the initiative of the Council of Europe, Strasbourg, the
European Day of Languages is celebrated since 2001 on
26 September.

800 million Europeans throughout the Council of Europe
47 member states are encouraged to learn more lan-
guages, at any age, in and out of school. Being convinced
that linguistic diversity is a tool for more intercultural un-
derstanding, the Council of Europe promotes cultural rich-
ness and plurilingualism in whole Europe.
On the occasion of the day, a range of events are organised
across Europe: happenings for children, television and ra-
dio programmes, language classes, conferences, etc.
Member states and potential partners, in particular schools,
are given a free hand to organise activities. To coordinate
the activities organised at national level, the Council of
Europe asks participating countries to nominate “National
Relay Persons” who also disseminate promotional mate-
rial produced by the Council of Europe.

The main aims of the European Day of Languages are to
raise awareness of the rich linguistic diversity of Europe
and to encourage people to learn more languages.

Did you know the following facts?

There are between 6000 and 7000 languages in the world
– spoken by six billion people divided into 189 indepen-
dent states.
There are about 225 indigenous languages in Europe –
roughly 3% of the world’s total.
Most of the world’s languages are spoken in Asia, India,
Africa and South America.
Many Europeans think most people speak only one lan-
guage, but in actual fact at least half of the world’s popula-
tion are bilingual or plurilingual, i.e. they speak two or more
languages.
No language is in itself more difficult than any other – all
children, in fact, learn their mother tongue in the same natu-
ral way and with equal ease.
Many languages have 50,000 words or more, but individual
speakers normally know and use only a fraction of the total
vocabulary: in everyday conversation people use the same
few hundred words.
Languages are constantly in contact with each other and
affect each other in many ways:
English borrowed words and expressions from many other
languages in the past,
European languages are now borrowing many words from
English.
In its first year a baby utters a wide range of vocal sounds; at
around one year the first understandable words are uttered;

Celebrating linguistic diversity, plurilingualism, lifelong language learning

at around three years complex sentences are formed; at
five years a child possesses several thousand words.
The mother tongue is usually the language one knows best
and uses most. But there can be “perfect bilinguals” who
speak two languages equally well. Normally, however,
bilinguals display no perfect balance between their two lan-
guages.
Bilingualism brings with it many benefits: it makes the learn-
ing of additional languages easier, enhances the thinking
process and fosters contacts with other people and their
cultures.
Bilingualism and plurilingualism entail economic advan-
tages, too: jobs are more easily available to those who speak
several languages, and multilingual companies have a bet-
ter competitive edge than monolingual ones.
Languages are related to each other like the members of a
family. Most European languages belong to the large Indo-
European family.
Most European languages belong to three broad groups:
Germanic, Romance and Slavic.
The Germanic family of languages includes Danish, Nor-
wegian, Swedish, Icelandic, German, Dutch, English and
Yiddish, among others.
The Romance languages include Italian, French, Spanish,
Portuguese and Romanian, among others.
The Slavic languages include Russian, Ukrainian,
Belarusian, Polish, Czech, Slovak, Slovenian, Serbian,
Croatian, Macedonian, Bulgarian and others.
Most European languages use the Latin alphabet. Some
Slavic languages use the Cyrillic alphabet. Greek, Arme-
nian, Georgian and Yiddish have their own alphabet.
The mother tongues spoken by most people in Europe are
Russian, German, English, French and Italian, in that order.
The non-European languages most widely used on Euro-
pean territory are Arabic, Chinese and Hindi, each with its
own writing system.
Russia (148 million inhabitants) has by far the highest num-
ber of languages spoken on its territory: from 130 to 200
depending on the criteria.
Most countries in Europe have a number of regional or
minority languages – some of these have obtained official
status.
Due to the influx of migrants and refugees, Europe has
become largely multilingual. In London alone some 300
languages are spoken (Arabic, Turkish, Kurdish, Berber,
Hindi, Punjabi, etc.).
In their daily lives Europeans increasingly come across for-
eign languages. There is a need to generate a greater in-
terest in languages among European citizens.

www.coe.int/EDL


